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- The story focuses on a chubby Shiba-Inu dog named Nero who works as a security
guard at the famous Freddy Fazbear Pizzeria. As the previous security guard went
missing under mysterious circumstances, Nero took the job due to the necessity 
to pay off the ever-higher rent of the apartment.
Nero doesn't expect the rumors of the killer's animatronics to be true. As a 
result, he is trapped in the security guard's room all night, hearing scary 
sounds outside. When the dog begins to fear for its own life, a bear animatronic
appears at the door of the room. Instead of the expected attack, Freddy shows a 
far-reaching interest in him. M x M Romance - 

Prologue

 8.00 a.m. on June 20

 It was a very hard morning for Nero. When the landlord came to show him the 
rent increase bills, Shiba was devastated. He was not prepared for such a large 
raise. Soon after the owner left the apartment, the fluffy dog started looking 
for a new job. After a long search, he found one well-paid job and quickly 
decided to send a CV there. An hour later the recruiter contacted him and said 
on the phone that Shiba had been hired and that he was to come to his new job 
that evening. Nero was glad to hear that and replied that he would be there on 
time. Around noon, while the dog was browsing the information on the internet, 
it came across a mention that one of the employees had gone missing at Freddy 
Fazbear Pizzeria last night. The police searched for the missing wolf, but it 
was to no avail —  the wolf disappeared without a trace, as if it had burst in.

Chapter One: 23.00 pm. June 20

 When dusk came and Nero went to the restaurant, he had mixed feelings about it.
His instincts told him that finding a job so quickly was very suspicious, maybe 
even just disturbing. The recruiter didn't even ask him about his experience in 
the profession as if he didn't care at all. The previous missing pizzeria 
security guard was reportedly just one of many who suddenly disappeared or 
resigned from this job. Although Nero did not believe the stories that 
animatronics could come to life at night, he had heard such rumors in the city 
and it disturbed him greatly.
 As the keys to the pizzeria had somehow hit the door to his apartment an hour 
before he got to work, Nero had them in his pocket and was ready to spend the 
night in the building.

 12.00 at night he was already sitting in the chair in front of the desk and 
looking around at the interesting looking room. The dog patted his big, soft 
belly and smiled broadly at the colorful posters and children's drawings of 
three mechanical animals - a yellow hen, a purple rabbit, and a brown bear with 
a hat on his head. He found the bear a fascinating figure, but he did not have 
time to look at it more closely, because a moment later his phone rang.

 A mysterious male voice in the receiver told him that there was nothing to fear
in this job and gave him instructions on what the dog should do to keep the 
pizzeria safe. Nero thought the voice sounded as if it had been pre-recorded, 
but he couldn't tell for sure because a black spinning fan drowned out the sound
coming out of the earpiece. The conversation ended with the phone turning off 
abruptly.

 The dog took a sip of the cola from the white-red mug he had placed on his desk
earlier, because he thought he would need sugar and caffeine to stay awake. Only



then did he take a closer look at the room. He noticed two square buttons on 
each side of the steel door, and a lot of cobwebs under the desk, as if hardly 
anyone had ever used it before — the scattered pages showed that the desk was 
only a desk for leaving things.

 The desk top was covered in dust and the drawer handles were in good condition 
and appeared intact, so probably the drawers were completely empty. The glass in
the wall to the left of the desk was scratched as if something had hit it. There
were quite a few cables hanging from the ceiling that presumably powered the 
machinery in this room, but the dog's greatest attention was drawn to a funny 
looking pink cookie figurine with a candle on its head. When he touched it, it 
made a funny noise. Nero laughed in a slightly better mood. He started looking 
through the cameras. He zoomed in on the sign that reads "Office Rules." The 
inscription read like this:

1. Don't waste power!
2. Don't laze around!
3. Don't take the pens!
4. Don't let customers inside!
5. Don't make weird noises!
6. Don't stain the carpets!
7. Don't allow refunds!

 Nero laughed briefly, then shook his head. He slurped off his straw amusingly 
and opened the pizza carton with a screeching noise. And then ... Then the dog 
heard a very disturbing sound from behind the wall, as if someone was moving in 
the next room. In the Dining Hall, he heard the sound of a chair moving. Nero 
felt chills down his spine. He ran his paw over his head, wiping sweat from his 
forehead, and smoothed the fur on his soft, large cheeks.

 - To be continued ! - 


